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              [Established under M P Act Nov.17/2007 by Amendment Act No.23/2016 and recognized by UGC] 

    OFFICE OF CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS  
                                                       Ph. 0731-2581326 E-mail:  coe@suas.ac.in  

 

Regulation for Pre-Examination Work 

 
1. Notification of Examination Schedule  

 
1.1 The Controller of Examinations shall notify the Examination schedule and also 

Examination form filling notifications with the prescribed fee.  
1.2 The Examination Schedule should be circulated as per chronical sequencing of the 

paper code as mentioned in the Scheme of Examination. No randomly paper code 
mixing will be done in examination schedule. 

1.3 If required, examination can be conducted on Sunday and other Holiday also.  
1.4 The notification shall contain last date without and with late fee and also other late 

fee as applicable. 
1.5 The HOS shall collect duly filled examination forms along with fee before the due 
date. Consolidated amount collected shall be paid to the University account on or before 
the due date and simultaneously get it verified by the account section on the part of 
dues. 
1.6 The HOS shall prepare a consolidated list of all the students registered, in  
alphabetical order with the details of paper codes and enrollment number in following 3 
separate categories as per eligibility forward them  to the Controller of Examinations on 
or before the due date.  

 
1.6.1 List A - The list shall contain all the eligible candidates with attendance of 

75% and above in theory as well as in practical.  
1.6.2 List B - The list shall contain the candidate’s attendance of ≥ 65% and 

below 75%. Such students may submit documents in support of valid 
reasons for shortage. All application related to such students must reach 
Office of Vice Chancellor at least two weeks before the commencement of 
examinations. The Vice Chancellor may consider condonation of shortage 
of attendance, if he/she is convinced that the reasons of shortage are 
genuine and condonable. The candidates whose shortage is condoned, 
shall be permitted to appear in the examinations. 

1.6.3 List C - The list shall contain the candidates with attendance of less than 
65%. Such candidates shall not be permitted to appear in the 
examinations. 
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1.7 Controller of Examinations shall be responsible for the scrutinization of examination 
forms as per criteria of eligibility before issuing Admit cards.  
1.8 Admit cards of the eligible candidates with the signature of Controller of 
Examinations shall be sent to the respective School for distributions well in advance 
before the commencement of examinations. 
 

2. Action against Short Attendance 
2.1 Attendance will be calculated on monthly basis for every paper codes. 
2.2 Those student who are having attendance less than 75% but greater than and equal 

to 65% ,these will be warned verbally by Tutor Guardian[TG]/Class Coordinator[CC] 
their parents will be intimated accordingly. 

2.3 Those student who are having attendance less than 65% but greater than and equal 
to 55% ,these will be issued warning letter by Tutor Guardian[TG]/Class 
Coordinator[CC] and their parents will be will be intimated accordingly. 

2.4 Those student who are having attendance less than 55% but greater than and equal 
to 45%, then for these student letter will be issued by Head of School [HOS] and 
copy will be provided to parents and Tutor Guardian[TG]/Class Coordinator[CC] 
both. 

2.5 Lastly the cumulative attendance of each semester will be provided to Office of 
COE in the category of List A, List B and List C with seal and signature of Head of 
School [HOS] on the last teaching day of every semester. 

 

3. Theory Question Papers 
 There will be Strong room for the safe custody of question paper i.e. for pre-
moderated as well as post-moderated. 
3.1 The process of procuring Question papers for theory examinations shall be initiated 

6 months in advance.  
3.2 Controller of Examinations shall short list five names from the panel of examiners as 

paper setters for setting of Theory question paper as what proposed by Head of 
Faculty[HOF] on the recommendation of Chairman-Board of Studies. 

3.3  Controller of Examinations shall get five full question papers set [one set include 
Main as well as ATKT both] from above all papers setters.  

3.4 Controller of Examinations shall supply syllabus of theory, scheme of examination, 
blue print of Question paper, marks and duration of paper. 

3.5 Controller of Examinations shall also supply acceptance and declaration forms to the 
examiner. Acceptance and Declaration shall be obtained in a form to the effect that 
the examiner is ready to accept the examinership as paper setter as well as declare 
commitment to maintain Confidentiality. He / She also certify whether any of 
relatives (Blood) are appearing for the examination or not. 

3.6 Controller of Examinations shall make arrangement to procure adequate number 
(Five Minimum) of sets of question papers 6 months in advance of commencement 
of each examinations to maintain availability of adequate number sets of question 
papers as reserve.  

 
 4. Moderation of Theory Question papers 
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            Moderation of question paper will be of two type one same day moderation 
[this will be done on the day of examination and its process will be started 4 
hours before the schedule time of examination] and another prior moderation 
[this will be done well in advance related to day of examination and its process 
will be started if the stock of Question paper is more than 5]. 

 
4.1 Controller of Examinations shall nominate one Internal Examiner from the panel in 

each paper code as Moderator and get it approved by Vice Chancellor. 
4.2  Controller of Examinations shall get the question papers scrutinized and moderated 

by the respective Moderator in confidential room either in the presence of himself 
/herself or his/ her authorized nominee i.e. Assistant COE [Confidential].  

4.3 The responsibility of Moderator is to scrutinize and moderate entire question paper 
of his / her subject.  

4.4 Moderators shall not carry personal bags/ briefs, mobile or any electronic gadgets 
and any writing materials while entering the moderation room. 

4.5 Moderator can correct the spellings, ensure that framing of questions within the 
prescribed syllabus, and ensure proper distribution marks and questions in sections.  

4.6 Moderators shall be authorized to correct spellings and make minor changes. If the 
questions are found to be repeated, the Moderator can replace one duplicate 
question with a new question. Questions which are outside the syllabus also shall be 
replaced by another question.  

4.7  Such changes if any shall be recorded in Moderator declaration form maintained for 
record and audit purpose. 

4.8 For Same Day Moderation-After completing the scrutiny a fresh copy shall be typed 
and prepared then and there itself by computer operator of Confidential Section and 
both the copies i.e. manuscript and final typed one (with signature of moderator as 
well as typist) shall be sealed in secure envelope and stored in the locker of strong 
room in the custody of Controller of Examinations and simultaneously final copy of 
Question paper packed in separate envelope and after that sealed and handed over 
to Vigilance Flying Squad for handing over to Centre Superintendent 20 minutes 
before the schedule of examination. 

4.9 For Prior Moderation-After completing the scrutiny a fresh copy shall be typed and 
prepared then and there itself by computer operator of Confidential Section and both 
the copies i.e. manuscript and final typed one (with signature of moderator as well as 
typist) shall be sealed in secure envelope and stored in the locker of strong room in 
the custody of Controller of Examinations. 

4.10 Controller of Examinations shall be in custody of at least five sets of such 
moderated question papers at a given time. The sets shall be stored securely in safe 
custody. 

4.11 Account of number of sets with details of Examinations/ subjects shall be 
maintained in the Question paper Register. Status of seal shall be certified by the 
moderator on the each envelope. 

4.12 One category, preferably from older lot shall be used for each examination.  
4.13 These are replaced by new sets of Question papers from time to time.   
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5.   Printing of required number of Question papers at the time of Theory 
Examination. 

 

5.1 Printing of question papers in all the subjects of each Examination shall be done 1 
to 2 days before the commencement of respective Examination during Prior Moderation 
case.   

5.2 Printing of question papers in all the subjects of each Examination shall be done on 
the day of respective Examination during Same Day Moderation case.   

5.3 One set of question paper in the subject, preferably from old lot shall be taken out 
from the safe custody by the Controller of Examinations for printing point of view after 
the due approval of Vice Chancellor. If Controller of Examinations is on leave than 
Deputy COE/Assistant COE [confidential] should look after the activity. 

5.4 The certificate of status of seal shall be verified and certified again at the time of 
removal of envelope from the safe custody and the same shall be recorded in the 
Question paper Register.  
 

6.  Answer Books, Supplementary sheets and Additional sheet. 
 

6.1 Controller of Examinations shall be responsible for getting printed and stocked all 
the Stationary, like answer books both for theory and practical examinations required 
in the process of University examinations.  

6.2 Controller of Examinations shall arrange to get designed Main Answer books and 
additional booklets as required to conduct “CODED” system and not coded system 
of examination. 

6.3 Such stationary required shall be kept in stock at Godown Section in Used status, 
ready for accounting and distribution to various School to conduct Examinations. 

6.4  Other stationary like, examination forms, Admit cards, Strength chart, Roll list, 
DABA, attendance sheets, Absentee report (Room wise as well as Paper wise), 
daily reports of examinations, UFM reports, reports of VFS etc. shall be made readily 
available in stock in advance by the Conduct Section and should be provided to 
Centre Superintendent during day of meeting with CS/DS/AS.  

6.5 Controller of Examinations shall be responsible for distribution and proper 
accounting of stationary in various examination Centre of University. 

 
7. Collection of Answer Books from Examination Centre. 
 
7.1 Centre Superintendent of the concerned examination center shall be responsible for 

submitting the answer books both for theory in the desired format and packing 
material to the Evaluation Section on the same day of the concerned examination. 

7.2 Centre Superintendent of the concerned examination center shall depute either 
himself/herself or Deputy Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent for the 
submission of answer book to the Evaluation Section. 

7.3 Centre Superintendent of the concerned examination center shall be fully 
responsible for the cross checking of each and every entry related to the answer 
book. Anything found incomplete than directly Centre Superintendent will be 
responsible. 
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